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Abstract 

A decomposition of a graph is a list of  subgraphs },,,{ 21 rNP HHH =   such that each edge appears in 

exactly one subgraph .iH  If each 
iH  is a  neighborhood  prime graphs  then 

NP   is called a neighborhood 

prime decomposition (NPD) of G. The minimum cardinality of NPD is called a NPD number of G and it is 

denoted by ).(GNP  In this paper, we investigate NPD of the cycle book graph ]2),,[( 4 mCB , jelly fish graph 

),,( nmJ   pineapple graph  
m

nK  and windmill graph .m

nW   
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1. Introduction 

In this paper, all graphs considered are finite, 

simple and undirected. Prime labeling was 

introduced by Tout at al [4]. Patel and Shrimali 

have introduced neighborhood prime labeling of 

graphs [6]. Rajeev Gandhi has introduced prime 

decomposition of graphs [5]. In this sequel we 

introduced the neighborhood prime decomposition 

of graphs and investigate neighborhood prime 

decomposition of the cycle book ]2),,[( 4 mCB , 

jelly fish ),,( nmJ   pineapple  
m

nK  and windmill 

graph  .m

nW    

Definition1.1 Let G be a simple graph. A 

bijective function },...,3,2,1{)(: nGV →+  is 

said to be  neighborhood prime labeling, if for 

every vertex )(GV  with deg 1)(  ,gcd

.1)}(:)({ =+  N  A graph which admits 

neighborhood prime labeling is called a 

neighborhood prime (NP) graph. 

Definition 1.2  A decomposition of a graph is a 

list of subgraphs },,,{ 21 rp HHH =  such 

that each edge appears in exactly one .iH  If each 

iH  is a prime graph, then 
p  is called a prime 

decomposition of G.  The minimum cardinality of 

a prime decomposition of G is called the prime 

decomposition number of G and is denoted by 

.)(Gp  

Definition 1.4 A cycle book graph ]2),,[( 4 mCB  

consists of m cycles 4C with a common path .2P  

Definition 1.5[3]  The jelly fish graph  ),( nmJ  is 

obtained by joining a cycle  4C
 
whose vertices 

4321 ,,,    with vertices 1  
 and 

3  defined  

by an edge and appending m pendent edges to 2

and  n pendent edges to .4  

Definition 1.6 A pineapple graph  
m

nK  is a graph 

obtained by appending m pendent edges to  a 

vertex of a complete graph .nK  

Definition 1.7 A windmill graph  
m

nW  is a graph 

obtained by combining m copies of the  complete 

graph nK
 

with a common vertex. [For n=3, 

windmill graph is a generalized friendship graph 

.,3 mF   So the windmill graph is started with 

.]24  mandn  

 

2. Main Results 

Theorem 2.1 The decomposition of the cycle book  2],2),,[( 4 mmCB   is  neighborhood  prime (NP) 

graph. 

 

Proof. Let  ]2),,[( 4 mCB    be   a cycle book graph with  

m}j1 /,{m}i1/,{},{]]2),,[([ ||

ii4 = jjii vuvuvumCBV  

and    

}1/{}1/{

m}j1/{m}i1/{}1/{m}i1/{}{]]2),,[([

'''

'

ii4

mjvumjvv

uuvvmivuuuuvmCBE

jjj

jii



=

Clearly, )12(2)]2),,(([ 4 += mmCBV  and  12)]2),,(([ 4 += mmCBE  

Let },)2,1({ 2,1

21

m

m

NP KSP=  be a decomposition of ].2),,[( 4 mCB  

Let n be the positive integer and d be the decomposition number. 

Let 









=−

=−
=

,...6,4,2&)2(mod1&)2,1()(

,...5,3,1&)2(mod0&)2,1()(

2,1

21

2,1

21

dmifKSPdm

dmifKSPdm

m

m

m

m

NP

 

The decomposition of the cycle book graph ]2),,[( 4 mCB  contains a spider )2,1( 21 mSP   
and a  

star  .2,1 mK
 

This implies that   },)2,1({ 2,1

21

m

m

NP KSP   

That is | |||)2,1(|| 2,1

21

m

m

NP KSP +  

Hence .2)]2),,(([ 4 mCBNP  
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We claim that NP   is  a  NPD of ].2),,[( 4 mCB        

Let ‘ ’ be any vertex of )2,1( 21 mSP  and .2,1 mK   

Case (i):  Let 2),2,1( 21

1 = mSPH m
 

Define a function  24,,3,2,1)(: 1 +→+ mHV   by 

1)( 0 =+ u  

2)( 0 =+ v
 

miivi 41,2)( +=+  

Let 0u=  with deg .3)(    

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww
 

Let }21/{ 12 miv i = −  with deg .2)( =   

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww  

Case (ii):  Let 2,2,12 = mKH m  

Define a function  12,3,2,1)(: 2 +→+ mHV   by 

121,)( +=+ miiui
 

Let 1u=  with deg .2)(    

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww
 

Hence the decomposition of the cycle book ]2),,[( 4 mCB  is NP graph.  

 

Theorem 2.3 The  decomposition of the jelly fish 2,),,( nmnmJ   is neighborhood prime graph.  

Proof.  Let ),( nmJ    be  the  jelly fish  graph with  

}n i1 /{} mi1 /{} 4i1 /{]),([ = iii wuvnmJV

 and   

    }1/{}1/{}31/{]),([ 4231411 niwvmiuvvvvvivvnmJE iiii = +

  

Clearly, 4)],([ ++= nmnmJV  and  5)],([ ++= nmnmJE    

Let  2,1

11 ),2,1( +

+= n

m

NP KSP  b e a decomposition of ).,( nmJ   

 

Let n be the positive integer and d be the decomposition number. 

Then 













==−

==−
=

+

+

+

+

,...3,2,1&,...3,2),2(mod1&)2,1()(

,...3,2,1&,...3,2),2(mod0&)2,1()(

2,1

11

2,1

11

dnmifKSPdn

dnmifKSPdn

n

m

n

m

NP

  
 

The decomposition of the jellyfish graph ),( nmJ  contains a spider )2,1( 11+mSP and a star .2,1 +nK
 

This implies that   }),2,1({ 2,1

11

+

+ n

m

NP KSP   

That is | |||)2,1(|| 2,1

11

+

+ + n

m

NP KSP  

Hence .3),(( nmJNP
  

We claim that NP   is  a  NPD of ).,( nmJ        

Let ' ’ be any vertex of )2,1( 11+mSP  and .2,1 +nK   

Case (i):  Let 2),2,1( 11

1 = + mSPH m
 

Define a function  4,,3,2,1)(: 1 +→+ mHV   by 
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1)( 0 =+ u
 

31,1)( ++=+ miivi  

Let 0u=  with deg .4)(    

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww
 

Let }2,{ 2 = + mvm  with deg .2)( =   

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww  

Case (ii):  Let 2,2,12 = + nKH n  

Define a function  3,,3,2,1)(: 2 +→+ nHV   by 

31,)( +=+ niiui
 

Let 1u=  with deg .4)(    

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww
 

Hence the decomposition of the jelly fish ),( nmJ  is NP graph. 

 

Theorem 2.5   The decomposition of the pineapple 2,3,  mnK m

n  is neighborhood prime graph. 

Proof. Let  
m

nK
  

 be the pineapple  

graph with  

}mi1 /{}n  i1 /{][ = ii

m

n vuKV

and  

}  mi1 /{}n j1 n,i1 /,{][ = inji

m

n vujiuuKE

Clearly, mnKV m

n +=][  and  m
nn

KE m

n +
−

=
2

)1(
][   

Let  mnNP KK ,1,=  be a decomposition of .m

nK    
 

Let m, n be the positive integers and d be the decomposition number. 

Then   









==−

==−
=





,3,2,1&,...5,4,3),2(mod1&)(

,3,2,1&,...5,4,3),2(mod0&)(

,1

,1

dnmifKKdm

dnmifKKdm

mn

mn

NP

 

The decomposition of the pineapple graph 
m

nK   contains a complete graph  .nK   and  a star  .,1 mK   

This implies that  mnNP KK ,1,  

That is mnNP KK ,1+  

Hence .2)( m

nNP K
 

We claim that NP  is a NPD of .m

nK        

Let ‘ ’ be any vertex of  
nK  and  mK ,1  

Case (i):  Let 3,1 = nKH n  

Define a function  nHV ,,3,2,1)(: 1 →+  by
 

niiui =+ 1,)(
 

Le }1/{ niui =   with deg .2)(    

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww  

Case (ii):  Let 2,,12 = mKH m  

Define a function  1,...,3,2,1)(: 2 +→+ mHV  by 
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11,)( +=+ miivi
 

Let 1v=  with deg .2)(    

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww
 

Hence the decomposition of the pineapple 
m

nK   is a NP graph. 

 

Theorem 2.7   The decomposition of the windmill  2,4,  mnW m

n  is a NP graph.  

Proof. Let  
m

nW  be the windmill graph with }mj1 , 1-ni1 /{}{][ 0 = j

i

m

n vvWV  and   

} 1-nk,1 mjn,1i1 k,i /{} mj,1 1-ni1 /{][ 0 = j

k

j

i

j

i

m

n vvvvWE

Clearly, 1)1(][ +−= nmWV m

n  and  
2

)1(
][

−
=

nmn
WE m

n    

Let  )(,...,, timesmKKK nnnNP =  be a decomposition of .m

nW  
 

Let m, n be the positive integers  and d be the decomposition number. 

Then  








==−−

==−−
=





,3,2,1&,...6,5,4),2(mod1)12(

,3,2,1&,...6,5,4),2(mod0)12(

dnmifKdm

dnmifKdm

n

n

NP   

The decomposition of the windmill graph 
m

nW  contains a complete graph  .nK  
 
  

This implies that  

 )(,...,, timesmKKK nnnNP   

That is nNP Km  

Hence .)( mW m

nNP 
 

We claim that NP  is a NPD  of .m

nW             

Let ‘ ’ be any vertex of  .nK   

Case (i):  Let 3,1 = nKH n  

Define a function  nHV ,,3,2,1)(: 1 →+  by 

niivi =+ 1,)(
 

Let }1/{ nivi =  with deg .3)(    

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww
 

Hence the decomposition of the windmill   
m

nW  is 

NP graph. 

 

3. Conclusion 

In this paper , we investigate  neighborhood prime 

decomposition (NPD) of  cycle related graphs. In 

future we will investigate various number of 

labeling using various graphs. 
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